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Abstract
1.
Context-awareness is inherent in anticipated
interplanetary missions. Swarm technologies [11]
use context-awareness in short-haul networks
between components, and long-distance networks
allow communication with Earth. However, the
propagation delays limit real-time communications,
deep space being an environment in which the speed
of light becomes a restriction. Therefore, the
development of a protocol stack which is adaptive to
application requirements and external influences will
help to maximise communication synchronicity.
As part of a first year doctorate research
programme, this paper correlates current stack
functionalities with interplanetary application
requirements. A redesigned stack proposes to resolve
this
misalignment.
Context-awareness
is
incorporated, enabling intelligent protocol selection
using
application
layer
knowledge
and
environmental information, with particular attention
given to transport protocols. The paper concludes by
considering transport protocol characteristics when
deployed beside a context-aware layer, with the longterm aim being the development of a transport
protocol suitable for deployment in the state-of-theart context-aware stack.
Keywords:
Context-awareness,
delay-sensitive
protocols, Quality of Service (QoS), Interplanetary
networks.

Introduction

While working groups have been formed for this
purpose, network protocol stacks proposed for the
interplanetary environment remain incomplete.
Although these stacks can cope with Earth Observing
(EO) missions and exploits to Mars, they lack features
required for envisaged missions. To achieve the vision
of space exploration [1], radical networking
approaches are needed. The intention is to deploy a
permanent infrastructure, at least as far as Mars, in the
near future. However, this will only become a reality
when communication techniques which maximise
hardware utility are developed to justify the costs
involved.
Interplanetary network infrastructures were
originally built and removed for each mission [2].
Components below the Tracking Delay Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) are permanent, while spacecraft are
temporary. Network endpoints therefore change and
permanent paths cannot be assumed.
Also, all
communication is managed by mission control on
Earth, limiting any ability of responding to unexpected
events, to capture unpredicted scientific occurrences or
cope with mission failure. Given the state-of-the-art
processing capabilities on Earth, the restricted
developments in space are obvious.
Initial experiments into automating communication
in deep space include the Communications and
Navigation Demonstration on Shuttle (CANDOS)
mission [3]. While Columbia, the spacecraft carrying
the experiment, disintegrated on re-entry, the
telecommunication aspect of the mission was
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considered to be successful [3]. Mobile IP automated
end-to-end connectivity, and the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [4] and Multicast Dissemination
Protocol
(MDP)
[5]
enabled
bidirectional
communication. This mission was the first time that a
file travelled to Earth from space without having its
communication path previously defined [6].
CANDOS displayed the ability to extend the
Internet protocols into space. More recently, Cisco
sent a Mobile Access Router into space as part of the
Cisco Low Earth Orbit (CLEO) project [7], proving
that commercial IP technology is suitable for missions.
Located on-board spacecraft or satellites, routers
enable a more intelligent transporter of data signals
between Earth and space.
However, the harsh
environment in outer space causes hardware and
software implementation issues. With regard to
software, deficiencies in the performance of network
protocols over long-distances become obvious.
Current missions to Mars are controlled by a stack
from the Consultative Committee of Space and Data
Systems (CCSDS) [8]. However, while a strong
foundation has been set, further improvements are
needed before manned missions to Mars become a
reality.
The overall aim of interplanetary networks is to
achieve autonomous communication with space as on
Earth. From Cisco’s point of view, a research gap
exists and there is potential for them to be key players
in the construction of the next generation network
(NGN) in space. Securing the hardware aspect should
be routine due to the amount of experience in this
field. Resolving the software aspect, however, will be
more challenging.
This paper attempts to further research regarding
the gap between current and required capabilities of
long-distance protocols: it considers the achievements
of a reconstructed protocol stack with context-aware
capabilities.
The operational characteristics of
interplanetary applications are considered, with the
aim of correlating performance requirements with
stack complexity. The construction of an optimal
transport protocol in this context-aware stack is also
considered. Such an approach has not been previously
provided. The race has begun to prove its value.

2.

Context-Awareness

Context-awareness is the element which we (the
authors) consider to be missing from current protocol
stacks. Context-awareness describes the ability to
consider external factors when making operational
decisions. Contexts include resource availability,
location constraints, application requirements, or
environmental conditions, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Types of Context-Awareness
Figure 1 builds on a model introduced by Khedr
and Karmouch (2002) [9], with the incorporation of
environmental awareness. Environmental awareness
is important in long-distance scenarios, being the
primary factor for communication difficulties. The
negative effects of long propagation times are
heightened by limited memory resources and
intermittent connectivity.
Without resource
scheduling, careful protocol design, and efficient
network management, transmissions can easily be lost.
Context-aware capabilities can reduce dependence on
the network management function and improve
mission functionality.
Contexts may be sensed in the hop-to-hop or endto-end environment. End-to-end sensing retrieves
context information once for the entire link, while
contexts are sensed on intermediary links in the hopto-hop approach. The hop-by-hop approach may be
more appropriate in deep space: interplanetary
communication occurs over vast distances and it is
expected that circumstances will change with distance.
Therefore, it is more suitable to deploy a hop-by-hop
approach and make decisions on recent information.
Both approaches, however, increase the duration of
signal propagation. While this cost may be minimised
by end-to-end sensing, there is no guarantee that
decisions based on context information for the whole
link will remain relevant for the duration of the
communication. Context-awareness must therefore be
implemented with caution to ensure that the costs
involved do not exceed the benefits received.
Real-time communication is difficult in the
interplanetary environment, a significant issue due to
the QoS requirements of typical applications.
Context-awareness can relieve this problem: where
real-time communication is not possible, a pseudo
real-time service can be achieved through effective
protocol choice when transmissions do not have
mission-critical importance. For other applications,
real-time communication is necessary and an inability
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to overcome the propagation delays will impede the
path of future exploration. However, envisaged
technologies require the integration of autonomy and
context awareness to allow performance of their
routine tasks. With swarm technology, command and
control data will be retrieved from a controlling
element within the swarm [11]. Mission-critical data
will therefore be communicated over short distances
and communication with Earth will occur only for
scientific data relay. In enabling these autonomic
capabilities which respond to context information, the
transmission of mission-critical information over
interplanetary distances becomes unnecessary, and
applications which succumb to the long-propagation
delays will have non mission-critical requirements.
The context-aware element is therefore important in
enabling the mission-critical information to be made
available and used effectively.

3.

Interplanetary Applications

In determining the potential for applying contextawareness to interplanetary applications, an
understanding of current performance levels must be
gained.
Typical interplanetary applications are
characterised according to their QoS metrics in Figure
2.

Figure 2 Application Performance Metrics
The applications have been characterised in
relation to their demands on the network, services
required, and coping abilities when network conditions
are sub-optimal. Physical network demands include
bandwidth and memory requirements.
Services
include acknowledgements, retransmissions, and
latency thresholds. Coping abilities with poor timing
estimations and errors are also measured.
Context-awareness can maximise the possibility
that the required QoS levels will be reached in
interplanetary networks.
Acknowledgements are

ideally switched off for all applications to maximise
performance in the limited bandwidth environment
and will only be switched on when the application is
mission-critical or where bandwidth redundancy
exists. It will be the function of the context-aware
application to determine the network’s ability to
support acknowledgements and the advantages from
their use. In the case where the application is not
tolerant of poor timing estimations and bandwidth is
unsuitable, the transmission may be halted where the
application is not mission-critical. This will free
bandwidth for mission-critical applications and those
with stringent resource and latency requirements:
applications without mission critical importance can
transmit at a more appropriate time. Operating in this
manner will improve the overall performance of the
network, avoiding the consumption of resources by
transmitting when it is unlikely to reach its destination
with the required QoS levels. However, the overall
complexity of the decision to transmit becomes
obvious.
Network services can change as communication
progresses. As a function of distance, it may become
necessary that acknowledgements are eventually
switched off as distance increases.
Reduced
bandwidth and the risk of errors may make it
necessary to concentrate all resources on transmitting
the actual data, without retransmissions and extra
overhead.
Network services can be applied in
response to application layer knowledge and context
knowledge gained as the transmission progresses.
The requirement for context-awareness is evident
in envisaged deep space missions. Missions using
Autonomous Nano-Technology Swarm (ANTS)
technology [10] [11] become possible with selfconfiguring capabilities.
Although not explicitly
outlined in ANTS, inclusion of context-awareness is
inherent – the spacecraft reconfigures and makes
decisions based on information sensed.
To conclude, while intelligence will make possible
missions previously impossible, context-awareness
will increase processing time at the source. However,
this increase in processing time may result in an
overall higher performing network. Future work must
therefore evaluate these parameters against each other.

4.

Current Protocol Stacks

Context-awareness must be incorporated into
network protocol stacks. Current stacks have not
made allowances for this functionality. There are
three main protocol stacks responsible for
interplanetary communications,
including
the
traditional Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI)
developed by the International Standards Organisation
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(ISO), and ones developed specifically for deep space
communications from the CCSDS and Delay Tolerant
Network Research Group (DTNRG).
The OSI model was formalised in 1977 [12], and
continues to be deployed in terrestrial networks today.
However, while suitable for the terrestrial
environment, its operation is not as transparent in
interplanetary space. Problems exist with several of
the protocols: these limitations are thoroughly
discussed in [13] [14].
Stack enhancements have built on the OSI model.
Both the CCSDS and DTNRG make structural and
protocol modifications, although develop their models
in different ways. The contrasting approaches enable
comparisons to be made regarding further decisions on
protocol stack developments.

4.1.

Limitations of the Proposed
Interplanetary Stacks

Proposals from the CCSDS and DTNRG are
successful standalone protocol stacks. They do,
however, possess limitations. The window-based
approach to flow and congestion control is a limitation
of the CCSDS protocol stack, being difficult to
implement successfully where transmission times are
long and variable. Indeed, the use of the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) [15] and modified versions in
a protocol stack designed for long-distance operation
is not understood, being widely publicised as
inadequate to address the challenges in the
interplanetary environment [16].
The DTN’s bundling protocol may also be classed
as a limiting factor. While ensuring reliability,
bundling is ineffective when network resources are
limited. Store-and-forward techniques are suitable
only when transmissions are of lengths suitable for the
buffers. The store-and-forward approach is also
unsuitable for multimedia applications.
While
multimedia does not need one hundred percent
reliability, it does have strict requirements on a steady
traffic rate and bounded jitter. Bundling will not allow
a steady transmission rate.
In addition, neither of the CCSDS or DTN protocol
stacks contain autonomy or flexibility. While the
bundle layer can be deployed on top of various
transport protocols, there is no autonomy in protocol
selection. In addition, there is no indication in either
stacks that the protocols used can change during the
course of a transmission.
The limitations of these most recent proposals
reveal that research gaps exist in the development of
protocols and protocol stacks for the interplanetary
environment. Not only are the stacks insufficient for

current missions in space, they are almost certainly
insufficient for anticipated missions.

5.

A Novel Approach to a Context-Aware
Protocol Stack

There are two options to deploying contextawareness. Firstly, a protocol stack may be developed
with minimal protocols, each of which is imbued with
context-awareness. The protocols can adapt and react
to the external environment, the network, and traffic.
A second approach involves deploying multiple
protocols in each layer, and choosing one in response
to application layer knowledge and context
information.
The first option is explored in [17], where the case
for building a context-aware TCP/IP is evaluated. The
context-aware information is provided to the TCP and
IP protocols by CATNIP, a Context-Aware
Transport/Network Internet Protocol, and the resulting
protocols are imbued with decision-making ability.
However, while using context knowledge to make
decisions, it is context knowledge in a limited form.
For example, knowledge includes the number of
packets in the last window or the number of packets in
a web document transfer. Contexts relating to the
external environment are not incorporated into the
choice. Using context knowledge in this manner is
unlikely to be effective in the interplanetary
environment: on sensing context information, the more
effective option may be to deploy a UDP-type service.
Having a TCP service with context-abilities will
therefore be ineffective.
The second approach to protocol selection based
on application layer knowledge is deployed by the
CCSDS. They propose a protocol suite with three
transport layer protocols to respond to varying
qualities of service. The protocol called will depend
on QoS information passed from the application layer.
While the idea of multiple protocols in attempting to
satisfy QoS levels is considered effective, the
protocols deployed are not. Research reveals that
TCP, the protocol used by the CCSDS to provide a
service of full reliability, has limitations when
deployed in the interplanetary environment. While the
CCSDS have extended the traditional TCP protocol,
these extensions are insufficient for the diverse
situations experienced in deep space.
A protocol suite, shown in Figure 3, has been
developed to consider how context-awareness may be
incorporated. It exploits the idea of protocol selection
based on application layer knowledge and context
information, with multiple protocols therefore
deployed in each layer.
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Figure 3 Remodified Protocol Stack and Suite of Protocols
The proposed stack is a hybrid of stacks from the ISO,
DTNRG and CCSDS. In addition to incorporating
attractive qualities from each, a layer of contextawareness is included, an element not explicitly
featured in other models to date.
The construction of the application layer builds on
ideas presented in [18] [19] [20]. In [18], the
applications are considered in terms of being delaysensitive or delay-insensitive. Due to the limited
resources in deep space, it is thought necessary to
categorise applications further according to their
mission-critical importance.
The main revision to this model is the
incorporation of a context-aware layer which overlays
all decisions made and passes information in the
contexts shown in Figure 1. This context-aware layer
builds on an idea presented in [20], which includes an
Intelligent Internet Protocol (IIP) in the network layer.
A context-aware layer has numerous applications in
deep space communication. It may be used to
reconsider the use of all stack layers depending on the
application’s needs. As stated earlier, bundling is
ineffective where network resources are limited. The
context-aware layer could therefore identify if and
where network resources are limited and adopt the
most appropriate approach in response. The contextaware layer could also set the time-to-live (TTL) field
of the IP packet, and it can decide if end-to-end or
hop-to-hop flow control is the most appropriate
approach. Considering the decisions required in
interplanetary communication, the incorporation of a
context-aware layer is overdue.

Information from the application layer regarding
QoS requirements is used along with context
information to make transport, security, network, data
link and physical layer choices. These layers are
populated with various protocols in the attempt of
ensuring that the most appropriate protocols are
selected based on the additional information, an
approach modelled on the CCSDS protocol stack. The
context-aware layer represents an addition to all
protocol stacks. The idea of incorporating contextawareness is to empower the stack to make
communication choices based on network resources,
application traffic, and environmental characteristics,
as discussed earlier in Figure 1.
The inclusion of the security layer results from
references made to [19]. Due to the anticipated
increase in mission frequency and importance, security
is needed to ensure the authenticity, integrity and
confidentiality of all transmissions. Its incorporation
becomes even more important with the intended
increase in manned missions.
The DTN proposal introduces several concepts
which are included in the remodified stack. These
include the convergence layer, the bundling protocol
and the Licklider Transport Protocol (LTP) [21]. The
idea of a convergence layer is attractive, with its
ability to hide characteristics of networks built using
different principles. The store-and-forward approach
to message delivery has benefits for ensuring
transmission for applications with reliability
requirements. The LTP is incorporated as a result of
its non-reliance on IP. Durst et al identify that many
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specialised networks cannot and will not ever run IP
[22]. Therefore, the incorporation of this factor into
the model was required.
An understanding of transmission capabilities of
the physical layer is required.
Regardless of
performance improvements in the stack, the physical
layer will always limit the speed of communication.
Transmission rates envisaged for the 2009 launch of
the Mars Telecommunications Orbiter are discussed in
[23]: radio waves will reach ultra high frequency
(UHF) speeds of 128 kbps and microwaves within the
X- and Ka-bands will reach 4 Mbps [23]. While
optical communication is desired to achieve ultimate
communication speeds, the speed of light is a
limitation in long-distance communication. Therefore,
regardless of performance improvements achieved by
refining the protocol stack, communication over longdistances will never achieve true real-time responses.
Paths through the protocol stack in Figure 3 are
indicated for missions with different quality of service
requirements. The QoS required for the transmission
of scientific data is low: there are no strict latency
requirements, resulting in the ability to deploy all flow
and congestion control procedures.
Tracking the path through the protocol stack, the
bundling protocol and associated Licklider Transport
Protocol will be selected. This will enable flow and
congestion control on a hop-by-hop basis. The
transmission can apply security: SCPS-SP [24] is
selected. As LTP removes the need for a network
protocol, the data link layer is encountered next. TM
Space is selected, being the link layer protocol
developed for transmitting telemetry from spacecraft
to ground. Finally, the transmission is pushed from
the protocol stack on a radio wave.
At the other end of the QoS spectrum, the
transmission of telemetry is considered.
This
application has strict boundaries on transmission
latencies. In addition, it has a low tolerance of data
loss. Therefore, its path through the protocol stack
will be different. On leaving the application layer, the
bundling layer is bypassed and TP-Planet [16] is
selected from the transport layer, with the assumption
that the end-to-end approach is more appropriate in
this case to minimise additional processing time. Due
to the need to minimise additional processing, the
security layer is bypassed. The network layer protocol
selected is SCPS-NP [24], and the data link protocol
selected is TC Space [24]. Finally, the signal is
pushed from the stack on a radio wave link.
The efficiency of operating a protocol stack in this
manner cannot be guaranteed. Initial insights may
indicate that any benefits from the incorporation of
context-awareness will be removed by the additional
processing required through the selection of the most

appropriate protocols. Exploratory simulations will
evaluate the proposal.
The model in Figure 3 is consequential of ideas on
flexibility
requirements
in
interplanetary
communication, awareness of interplanetary protocol
capabilities, and several assumptions. Assumptions
provision for worst case scenarios; these include the
absence of end-to-end connectivity, excessive
latencies, high error rates, asymmetric data rates and
lack of a fixed infrastructure. In deep space, these
occurrences currently have a high probability of
affecting communication. While latency cannot be
overcome, it is anticipated that the effects of the other
factors will be minimised as infrastructure
deployments become more common. With regard to
latency, protocol developments are working to mask
its effects where possible.
The protocol stack is also a consequence of the
available communication protocols. Research has
occurred on the development of interplanetary
transport protocols, although each researcher defines
the optimal protocol differently. We (the authors)
have similar unique ideas, and feel that, to incorporate
reliability into the protocol suite, it is necessary to use
functions from several protocols.
TP-Planet is promising as a reliable rate-based
transport protocol.
Its approach to connection
establishment is effective; it sends the initial data
transmission with the connection request, maximising
throughput while ensuring reliability. Its Blackout
State algorithm is also attractive, called when the
communication encounters periods of intermittent
connectivity.
However, TP-Planet is a ‘heavy’
protocol, having a thorough set of flow and congestion
control procedures. In certain circumstances, these
protocol features must be dropped; where bandwidth is
limited, it is inappropriate to perform retransmissions.
A more lightweight protocol will be required with
minimal requirements to ensure that, in the best-case
scenario, that the application QoS requirements are
met and in the worst-case, that the data reaches its
destination.
Therefore, while Figure 3 shows multiple protocols
in each layer, it is anticipated that a future protocol
stack will deploy single protocols in each layer with
functionalities sufficient to cope with all interplanetary
eventualities.
Attractive features from several
protocols have been identified, which could be
combined into a single protocol. However, deploying
all attractive features would result in conflicting
operations. TP-Planet, for example, uses congestion
control while SCPS-TP (UDP Option) does not.
However, it is intended that functions will be selected
in response to application layer knowledge, context
awareness and time. Figure 4 illustrates how the
protocols may be used.
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Figure 4 Protocol Functions with Distance from Source
Figure 4 represents a protocol stack encountered at
each hop in an interplanetary transmission. It is
intended that a single transport protocol is deployed,
with elements from several different protocols.
Protocol functions can be called in response to external
information. If the transmission cannot cope with loss,
is delay-insensitive, bandwidth is unlimited and
connectivity continuous, a reliable transport protocol
can be deployed. Flow and congestion control from
TP-Planet can be called, when the instruments network
via IP. TCP-Peachtree’s [25] multicasting capability
can be called if required. With time (and distance), the
network conditions are likely to change, and the ability
to transfer data and achieve QoS will become more
restricted. For this reason, at the next hop, a transport
protocol with less functionality will be called. In
Figure 4, MDP is chosen. The ability of Freeze-TCP
[26] to handle long and frequent disconnections may
also be included as a precaution. The effect of calling
MDP is to continue to implement a reliable service but
to minimise excess data. If, by the next hop, the signal
has not reached its destination, a protocol with even
less functionality may be used. In Figure 4, SCPS-TP
(UDP Option) is called, a protocol which does not
implement flow or congestion control.
Similar
protocol selections may occur in the remaining
protocol layers. The model also considers the case
when the network protocol is not IP: in this case,

bundling and LTP may be called.
Where the
transmission is multimedia, RCP-Planet [27] may be
used.
Adaptive protocols are thought necessary, given
the dynamic nature of the interplanetary environment.
Due to the vast distances over which a signal may
travel, changing network conditions must be expected.
Although using such a protocol will be timeconsuming, it is anticipated that any costs will be
outweighed by the benefits.

6.

Conclusions and Future Work

Certain
properties
of
the
interplanetary
environment seem insurmountable [28]. This is true,
to a degree. Regardless of any stack and protocol
developments, propagation delay in the interplanetary
environment cannot be overcome. Deep space is an
environment in which the speed of light becomes a
limiting factor. Other factors, which seem too large to
control, can in fact be overcome. The occurrence and
effects of intermittent connectivity, high error rates,
asymmetric data rates and lack of a fixed infrastructure
can be minimised by the deployment of additional
components and more carefully designed protocols and
protocol stacks. This is a gap which Cisco can fill,
although the race has now begun.
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Our work involves developing a transport protocol
for operation over long-distances, to be implemented
within a context-aware protocol stack. Research has
identified attractive features from currently proposed
protocols, and a gap exists with regard to extracting
the qualities from each and combining them together.
Future work will continue with the development of
a simulation environment during a summer internship
with Cisco Systems.
Simulation scenarios will
evaluate protocol features under a variety of network
conditions over long-distances. The extension of
MPLS into space is a key area to be investigated,
having been highly successful in enabling next
generation networking on Earth. However, making the
protocol more lightweight is required before its
deployment can be considered. Simulations will
indicate the features to include in the redesigned
protocol and the applicability of the proposed stack.
However, measuring the effectiveness of these
procedures is only one stage in considering the
components of the optimal protocol. The risk that the
selected features will have interoperability issues is
also anticipated.
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